Historical & Pilgrimage Tour

Day1-Arrival Shiraz by Turkish or Qatar Air, Meet and Transfer to Shahe Cheragh
,Where you will visit the Shrine of the eldest brother of Emam Reza,The 8th Shiah
Emam,The most beautiful Iron work of 19 the Century .You will be received by Haram
Host and hostess who entertain you with warm welcome drink ,candy ,booklet &nuts.
They will help you Pray & Ziarat. The other brother of the 8th Emam ,Sayed Mir
Mohammad Shrine .Then you stay at your hotel.
In the afternoon visiting vakil complex (citadel ,bath ,museum ,bazaar )

Day2-Excursion to Perspolise &Naghshe Rostam Lunch at the local restaurant.

Day3-Drive to Isfahan en route visiting Pasargadae (The Tomb of Cyrus the great
the founder of Achemenid dynasty. Overnight in Isfahan

Day4-City tour to visit Naghesh-e-Jahan Square,40 setoon,Sheykh lotfollah Mosque ,33
pol &Khajoo bridges and bazaar.

Day5-Drive to Kashan en route visiting Abyaneh village,Where there is no path
overnight in kashan.
Day6-visiting Broojerdi & Laryha houses, Fin garden and other historical monuments.

Day7-Drive to Qhom and pray in Jamkaran Mosque where Shiah believe in the
presense of the 12 the Emam(Hazrat Hojjat is in the meeting of people praying there)
In the afternoon ziarate Hazrate Masoumeh,The sister of Emam Reza.

Day8-Ziarate 40 Akhtaran ,the children of 11 the Emam.
Day9-Drive to Tehran,en route visiting Emam Khomeini Shrine,Abdol azim Shrine.over
night at your hotel in Tehran.

Day10-After Breakfast visiting Archeeological,carpet,Glass, Ceramic museums. In the
afternoon fly to Mashhad and Ziarat over night.

Day11-Drive to Neyshaboor to visit Ghadamgah,Kamalolmolk& Attar Shrine.Lunch at
local restaurant.After Lunch visiting Abasalt Shrine.
Day12-Take part in a cultural session of Emam reza where a preacher will give a
lecture pray,have lunch &visiting Museum.In the afternoon Ziarat&free for Shopping.
Day13- Ziarat&free for Shopping

Day14-Transfer to Airport to fly back home from Mashhad.
Services Including all Transfers by A/c car ,fees expert English Speaking Tour escort
for Americans.All tips &portrages(Excluding Drivers &Guide Tips)Twin or Triple rooms
on B/B basis at hotels,Domestic Air Tickets
Prices:
Per Pax 1480$ at 4 stars Hotels
Single Supplement $300
Per Pax 1850$ at 5 stars Hotels
Single Supplement $400
Group size 20 & up
We Obtain Visa for Your Clients

Historical & Pilgrimage Tour Services
The above itinerary includes accommodation for you & your travel tour guide,
transportation (air-conditioned vehicle), transfers, food (breakfast) plus refreshments
and bottled water (including your guide), guidance (plus oral translation where needed),
entrance fees and tips for porters, waiters & guide Excluded.
Note: The nature of tours and travel in Iran demands flexibility. In other words,
sometimes your travel tour guide changes part of the day’s sightseeing program
because of an unexpected local event, national holiday, etc. Needless to say, your
guide is responsible to let you know of the procedures beforehand.
In all cases, the top priority is not to miss any of the above sightseeing activities. If there
is no choice, a substitution activity will be chosen by mutual agreement so that such
omission can be compensated for you.
Send a Tour Inquiry!
By taking this step, you will learn a lot more about our services, price, processes, terms
and conditions.

